The works of Henry James with their attention to cosmopolitanism in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries provide valuable insight into contemporary expectations of cultural hybridity and globalism. This paper assesses the ways students studying English as a foreign language in Taiwan read the cultural exchanges between Americans and Europeans in James's The American (1877) and The Portrait of a Lady (1881). It places the main attention upon how students evaluate James's characters based upon their own attitudes toward cosmopolitanism, work and leisure, and women's independence.
Introduction
1 This paper is a revision of a paper presented at the Inaugural Asian Conference on Literature and Librarianship, May 27-30, 2011 under the title '"Too Long in Foreign Parts"?: Reading Henry James in the Asian University.' the students, most of whom had also taken the course on James, to specifically comment on the flâneur lifestyle in James and on a selected group of poets from the early 20 th century. For the following reception study, I have selected comments from the students' writings and class discussions which illustrate the kinds of negotiations they are making with James's texts. 8 The readers' evaluative judgments of character upon which this reception study is based are divided into three areas of cultural exchange value. They show how the students evaluate James's characters based on their own attitudes toward (a) cosmopolitanism, (b) work and leisure, and (c) women's independence. As readers encounter the multiplicity of views and prejudices that emerge in the plots of the novels, one also discovers that behind the characters' desire to achieve experience and personal fulfillment is James's insistence on the concept of freedom, an idea that remains appealing to students whose acquisition of English promises to empower them with a means to explore the world beyond their own culture.
The Man-of-the-World
In Daisy Miller: A Study, (1879), the character Winterbourne makes the pithy comment that he has "lived too long in foreign parts" (James 1984, p 50) to fully appreciate the fresh naïveté of the American girl Daisy. Some undergraduate students attempted to interpret this phrase in an extraordinary way that offered a secondary meaning to the word parts used in this passage. Literally, the word parts means foreign countries or places away from America, both Winterbourne and James's homeland;
however, under a deconstructive reading 'parts' may also indicate that the speaker is a person who has a divided identity, he has been living a life composed of native and foreign parts. Taking their lead, I
further deconstruct the phrase to perceive Winterbourne's versatility in adapting to the manners of several cultures. As the common idiom describes such persons, he could be considered "a man of many parts." That is, having lived abroad, Winterbourne is a self-made cosmopolitan. The underlying negative tone of Winterbourne's comment could reflect the emotional reaction to the cultural hybridity and inner conflict experienced both by Winterbourne and James himself: both collect, study, and learn from national "specimens" 9 of European society and Continental traditions while at the same time they strive to break free of cultural constraints and conventions. This contradiction is especially poignant in Portrait where Isabel's "determination to see, to try and to know, attracts her towards European civilization, yet her moral integrity guarantees her immunity" (Lee 1978, p. 36) . Such a culturally divisive condition and vacillation may be a result of partial assimilation to a foreign culture, the adoption of values and codes of behavior that alienate oneself from another self.
The vacillation between perspectives in James's characters is found first in The American and then is developed to its fullest extent in Portrait. In the latter half of the 1890's James "explored a kind of radical perspectivalism, the question of what can one see and-since that is never the whole picturehow one fills in the gaps, in ways that may be tested against others' equally partial perceptions but never against an objective standard" (Peter Brooks 2007, pp. 99-100) . The depictions of character in the works of James that provide limited and shifting points of view 10 are thus an in-between site or third space of cultural mixing where the language and values of more than one culture coexist and undercut one another even within one person, who may be seen as divided, like Winterbourne, into native and foreign parts.
For readers, the affective responses to such partially defined and changing characters are also divided 9 The word "specimen" is often used to indicate a person from another culture in Portrait. The narrator says that Isabel is prone to use it often. It occurs in Chapter VII as Lord Warburton is described by Ralph as "A specimen of an English gentleman" (Portrait 1991, p. 92) . Also, Osmond in Chapter XXIV is thought to be a "specimen apart" (Portrait, p. 291). 10 Brooks likens the limited consciousness in James to "perspectivalism" in impressionist painting and claims that the late novels of James are "highly perspectival" in that "they depend on the play of seeing and the unseen, of knowledge and ignorance" (Brooks 2007, p. 2) .
and subject to a similarly partial recognition. Gilles Deleuze, in his Cinema I, examines the power on the audience, or the affect, of the close-up in film, relating it to how the portrait in painting is partial in the viewer's perception. The close-up focus or a sequence of close-ups upon parts of the self allows an author to provide a virtual dimension or conjunction to a character, and the reader must fill in the gaps.
The face of the represented figure or character is both "turning toward" the viewer and "turning away" (Deleuze 1986, p. 104) at the same time. The turning away allows for all sorts of sensations:
The expressed -that is, the affect -is complex because it is made up of all sorts of singularities that it sometimes connects and into which it sometimes divides. This is why it constantly varies and changes qualitatively according to the connections that it carries out or the divisions that it undergoes. This is the Dividual, that which neither increases nor decreases without changing qualitatively. What produces the unity of the affect at each instant is the virtual conjunction assured by the expression, face or proposition.
(Deleuze 1986, p 104-105)
In Winterbourne's gaze on Daisy and in the reflexive gaze, we have the possibilities or virtualities of the multicultural individual in a cosmopolitan or globalized situation. The partiality of each of the characters draws the reader into the potential "becoming" of that character. Moreover, in James's ethnographic sketches, many of the characters' singularities are culturally embedded, the uncertainties allowing for the play of affect between characters and the readers. The partially conceived cultural singularities add mystery to the affective power of the image. As the students' mis/interpretation verifies, Winterbourne has for too long been divided into parts and partialities because of his partial assimilation to foreign cultures and the ever-turning away figure of the American Daisy evades his gaze. James was trying to judge Newman in a different way, straight but impolite." Giving a higher value to frankness than to politeness, the student judged Newman's behavior as acceptable to her. Other students agreed that he should not be blamed for "lounging" about Europe in his bungling attempt to become a "man-of-the world." His searching for a wife is, for them, an understandable purpose for his journey.
A male student was particularly interested in James's corruption theme in regard to Newman, in which the character is said to be innocent until he encounters the corruptive influence of the continent of Europe. The student created the alliterated phrase "corruptive continent" for his term paper in which he wrote: "James gives the Europe he portrays a power to affect the human mind, and victims are endangered by Europeans or Europeanized foreigners." The student further commented upon how Newman gradually becomes more "aggressive." The "dark effect the Continent has posed on Newman simply turns him toward evil," but all he suffers is a cancelled engagement with Claire de Centré. In the end, he keeps "his freedom from the Continent's gloominess."
The Frenchman Valentin was even more attractive to the students than the innocent Newman. The students read him as a modern man in rebellion against his own corrupt family. In fact, James's description of him as a "man-of-the-world" means that he should be able to transcend class and tradition to find his own freedom of expression. First, two readers noticed that Valentin speaks English fluently; so here, they surmised that being a "man-of-the-world" first of all should involve knowing another language. Their attitude expressed here echoes the common refrain in Taiwan and in the university that English is a lingua franca they need in the globalized world Second, another student remarked on the maturity in Valentin's conversation: "Newman knows he [Valentin] isn't just a traditional Frenchman. His speech is full of passion and reason." A very sympathetic response from a female student even went so far as to note that Valentin is "lonely in spirit." Having had no close friends before meeting Newman, he has to endure criticism for striking up the friendship with Newman from his own family of strict French aristocrats molded by unbreakable traditional rules. The student sees
Valentin as an enterprising individual, who, in spite of his overbearing family code, has acquired his own personality and freedom, which is "dangerous to aristocratic social virtues."
Thinking that Valentin has developed a "modern mind," for some students similar to their own aspirations or in rebellion against time-honored Asian traditions held by the family, the readers in the class were generally shocked by the way James set up Valentin's death scene in a duel. The reversion to a past code of honor was out of keeping with the sympathetic changing portrait they had been constructing of Valentin from their various subjective viewpoints. The duel, the result of his affair with Newman's artist friend, showed that the "man-of-the-world" was obviously conflicted between his outdated aristocratic values and his friendships with the enterprising modern American and a lower class French woman, who was an artist. For the Taiwanese students, Valentin's death involved an adjustment of values that they were reluctant to accept.
When the aristocratic Valentin, who has fallen in love with the bohemian artist, finds out at the opera (Mozart's Don Giovanni) that she has another paramour, he arranges a duel to settle the matter. The events of the novel then take a turn for the worse, which left many students baffled. First of all, the romance of Valentin with the artist, which reflects the bohemian life of the "Belle Epoche," does not coincide very well with the students' earlier concept of Valentin as being in a just rebellion against his traditions. Although there is a similar Chinese tradition in literature of the "Flowery Gentleman," such a figure is usually condemned for his profligate behavior. Second, students would agree with Newman that a duel to settle a matter of romance is not the best option. When Newman challenges Valentin with "You are too good to go and get your throat cut for a prostitute," Valentin responds "one's honour hasn't two different measures. It only knows that it is hurt; it doesn't ask when, or how, or where" (James 1965, p. 238) . In order to explain Valentin's behavior, one class member insightfully related Valentin's problem to the Asian concept of "face." To keep face is to keep one's reputation free of blame from others: "The French are very complex and veil their mind behind their smile because of social honors and face. Valentin can't change his aristocratic background," she wrote. As long as the aristocratic Valentin can keep his pride and honor, even the association with the bohemian artist is acceptable. The duel over the lady's attentions will allow him to keep his honor or face.
However, the duel itself has two dimensions, perhaps not very well understood in the students' reading.
In fact, the duel was not taken so seriously by Valentin. It is a part of his dandy or flâneur 12 spirit. He explains to Newman, "Quite apart from the goodness of the cause in which a duel may be fought, it has a kind of picturesque charm which in this age of vile prose seems to be greatly to recommend it. It's a remnant of a high-tempered time; one ought to cling to it." It is only an out-dated, "picturesque"
fashion that brings about Valentin's death because Valentin's opponent, the rich son of a German businessman, does not share the same lightminded, or in Newman's words "theatrical," viewpoint about duels. Whereas Valentin's pistol shot only intentionally grazes his opponent, in a second shot, the more serious German aims for and hits close to the heart of the Frenchman.
The opinions among this group of students on the comparative cultural differences between the characters of Newman and Valentin were rather consistent with one another. They realized that being a "man-of-the-world" in James's realistic work does not lead to an idealistic state of harmony between 12 Valentin is the character who most resembles Baudelaire's flâneur, certainly more than any of the American colonists or discoverers in the novel who are only just learning to be leisurely and artistically inclined and doing this far too self-consciously. Benjamin (1999) in fact does mark the behavior of the flâneur as being "modern" (p79). As Baudelaire defined the flâneur, he must be a person of means, one who does not need to work for his daily sustenance and who can be free to paint or write.
the various national characteristics. Valentin's aristocratic upbringing and economic dependence upon his family are at odds with his freedom-loving nature. In conflict with his flâneur spirit, it would be potentially impossible for Valentin to accept Newman's offer to find him a job in American as a banker.
Likewise, it is equally difficult for Newman to become the true cosmopolitan he would like to be even though Valentin calls Newman a "man of the world with a vengeance" (James 1981, p. 97 Having become rich, Christopher Newman in The American is a would-be flâneur who wants to travel around Europe and view the sights and stroll the streets of Paris. He is described as a loafer by a missionary from America whose congregation has supported their minister's trip to Europe to see the grand architectural and artistic achievements (James 1981, p. 71) . In Portrait, the old man Touchett, a
13 The conspicuous consumption of the American colonizers of Europe in this period is to be explained in the theory of the leisure class by Thorstein Veblen in The Theory of the Leisure Class: An Economic Study of Institutions (1899), which was contemporary with James's early novels.
retired international banker who has worked hard all of his life, complains, "all you young men are too idle. You think too much of your pleasure. You're too fastidious, and too indolent, and too rich" (James 1991, p. 37) . And yet his son Ralph is unable to enjoy the active life of the flâneur because he is seriously ill. The newly arrived Isabel also criticizes the other Americans she meets in Europe rather openly:
"'You all live here this way, but what does it lead to?' she was pleased to ask. 'It doesn't seem to lead to anything, and I should think you'd get very tired of it'" (James 1991, p. 240) . One of the women that
Isabel first sees as a model of leisure for her to follow is Mme Merle, who travels around to the homes of her friends, cultivating the arts of piano playing and drawing. But, given the chance to travel around the world with this lady, Isabel doesn't particularly enjoy the journey or learn as much as she had hoped to.
In Walter Benjamin's insight, "basic to flânerie, among other things, is that the fruits of idleness are more precious than the fruits of labor" (Benjamin 1999, p. 453). He then explains that poets and writers find inspiration for their works from such a lifestyle. In order to determine how students felt about the flâneur lifestyle, I asked the students in the modern poetry class, most of whom were also in the Henry James course, to give their opinions on Benjamin's illustration of the role and its relation to cultural production. Interestingly, they gave somewhat gender-distinctive opinions. A very precise response from a male student was that Sadly, this kind of life style cannot be tolerated in Taiwan as a business island. Life needs to be tight and we are required to make contributions every day to different aspects. The city could be a very good place to proceed with a flâneur lifestyle if we avoid our obligations which traditional society asks us to do. Life can never be so easy.
Another male student stated that "Artistic works provide pleasures, but that is the problem. Pleasures can't be seen. We're always being asked to provide something for profits in this era; we have to have money, houses, and so on." He says that he actually would like to become a hermit; stay away from European flâneur, be it a fetishistic art collector, or an idle expatriate reverse colonist.
Evaluating the Independence of Women
Sara Blair reasons that James learned to reject a masculine, aggressive approach to foreign cultures while developing his ethnographic style of writing with the result that he changed his protagonists from male to female travelers (Blair 1996, pp. 15-39) . In Portrait several women characters demonstrate a range of attitudes toward travel and independence for women. In this section, I will focus upon the students' reactions to the characters of Mrs. Touchett, Isabel Archer, and Henrietta Stackpole. James allows each of these women to have a different view of the roles of women; however, as one student perceived, they "still have neither social powers or voices." Although "they had liberal thinking, they did not expand their social world to the other [European] world."
One of the most interesting characters for the student readers in the class was the character of Mrs.
Touchett, the aunt who brings the orphaned Isabel to Europe. Their opinions were highly divergent, however, and revealed family problems that James himself does not emphasize in Portrait. In fact, she became for the older women students an object of criticism with interpretations that reveal a concern for her role as wife and mother. On the contrary, the younger students, and especially one male student, appreciated her independent style. Mrs Touchett is a prime example of a modern woman. In her about the interpretation of the cryptic language in the telegram and the fact that they cannot assume anything about her plans from such a telegram, which reads: "Changed hotel, very bad, impudent clerk, address here. Taken sister's girl, died last year, go to Europe, two sisters, quite independent" (James 1991, p. 40) . The three men interpret her telegram thus:
[Ralph] "She chiefly communicates with us by means of telegrams, and her telegrams are rather inscrutable. They say women don't know how to write them, but my mother has thoroughly mastered the art of condensation" …..
"You'll see for yourself," said Lord Warburton. "When does Mrs. Touchett arrive?"
[Ralph] "We're quite in the dark; as soon as she can find a decent cabin. She may be waiting for it yet;
on the other hand she may already have disembarked in England." ….
[Lord Warburton] "In that case she would probably have telegraphed to you." ….
[Mr. Touchett] "She never telegraphs when you would expect it-only when you don't," said the old man. "She likes to drop on me suddenly; she thinks she'll find me doing something wrong. She has never done so yet, but she's not discouraged." ….
[Ralph] "It's her share in the family trait, the independence she speaks of."
….
[Mr. Touchett] "Whatever the high spirit of those young ladies may be, her own is a match for it. She likes to do everything for herself and has no belief in any one's power to help her. She thinks me of no more use than a postage-stamp without gum, and she would never forgive me if I should presume to go to Liverpool to meet her." (James 1991, pp. 39-40) Whereas throughout the novel James uncharacteristically suspends a possible negative judgment of Mrs.
Touchett, the readers in Taiwan saw her exercise of freedom quite clearly and had distinctive judgments about it. Two female students described her as "manly" because she prefers to do things by herself.
They believed that she had an independence that from their own experience of life could be enjoyed only by men. She is, as one older woman student said, "delightfully free: free to express herself in her own way, free to live independently from her husband, and free to release a mother's tight rein on her son." Other comments attributed her independent power to her age. These students saw her as a "typical old woman" who has the right to make her own choices because of her age. The following comment from a married woman also sympathetically took into consideration the husband's attitude toward his wife's independence:
Mr. Touchett is such a kind old good man to his long absent wife. He does not argue that his wife should keep company with him and lets her be free and independent in such a great range that I want to say Rather than directly criticizing Mrs. Touchett, the student chose to praise the attitude of the husband who would allow his wife to travel widely. That is, he allows her to enjoy her freedom; in the student's eyes, this freedom is not something she naturally has a right to.
Both Taiwanese and Korean older female readers with families saw Mrs. Touchett as inconsiderate of her husband and son. It would be more polite for her to "write a letter" as one of them put it. Their traditional and rather conservative view is that the family will suffer from such a travelling woman's behavior. They are also concerned that she does not take good care of her ailing son. A younger male student, however, lauded Mrs. Touchett's independence and appreciated her freedom to travel as she wishes. He noticed that "her very strength and independence are represented in her laconic style in the telegram." Although her son Ralph is facetiously saying that his mother is an expert at condensing her messages in the telegram when he claims that his "mother has mastered the art of condensation," the reader holds that she is indeed quite successful in communicating "just what she wants to say." He furthermore condemned the elder Mr. Touchett's comments as "sexist." He interpreted the situation to some depth as follows: "The telegram's message concerns women's feeling, and this is what men like Mr. Touchett usually overlook; otherwise they would understand Mrs. Touchett better." The students thus expressed a wide range of sentiments about this figure of the older generation of women in James's novel, ranging from their concepts of the traditional family under mother's care to feminist theory.
With respect to the younger character of Isabel Archer, the "lady" in James novel's title Portrait of a Lady, the concept of independence is even more problematic. The novel's plot allows the orphaned Isabel to travel with Mrs. Touchett and subsequently to learn her own brand of independence. Isabel's case shows that James's female characters' expression of freedom is often found in women's rejection of the relationships others thrust upon her. In this international game of romance with the cards of gender, race and economics played out most adroitly in Portrait, freedom of choice is found when the more refined and largely self-educated American Isabel conquers an English Lord in Lord Warburton, only to reject him and the institutional role of "lady" for marriage with Gilbert Osmond, an effete American art collector who has no money. Although James allows the younger woman to choose her own husband, she later discovers that she was wrong in her estimation of Osmond. The horrible irony behind these seemingly free choices is that unbeknownst to her she has been reaping the benefits of her cousin, the terminally-ill Ralph, who asked that his father leave a large part of his own inheritance to Isabel. Ralph watches over her intensely to find out what happens to her as a result of this gift, and of course he is disillusioned when he sees that she has made a great mistake in her marriage choice. Here, in a kind way Isabel has been manipulated by her cousin Ralph.
The students sympathize with Isabel's predicament. One student says that she is a "butterfly that lost its freedom." Another noticed that Isabel has been an inveterate reader from childhood. This has made her overly "fond of her imaginary world and [she] intentionally avoids seeing the real world. Her romantic characteristic influences her whole life." The same student also writes that "Her confidence in life conflicts with reality. She thinks that she has the authority to make decisions and choices for her own life, including even about her husband, Osmond. But she is deceived […] because of her lack of experience and the fortune given her by her cousin." Finally, when "she is shocked back from her imaginary life into reality, in this process she transforms from a girl into an adult woman." When I asked the students what the term "lady" meant in the novel, some thought that "lady" just indicated that she was an upper class woman; others thought that she was "becoming a lady" because she was in the process of developing into a grown woman.
As to whether or not Isabel is a cosmopolitan woman, as James envisions her, a student thought that "Isabel can be called a cosmopolitan woman because her unconventional desire for independence and freedom is quite distinguished compared to the traditional way of women's life." This comment uncovers the idea that when a woman remains tied to national traditions and convention, she has little independence. Even though cosmopolitanism of the day allowed women to develop themselves, there were still many restrictions upon their behavior, and some of those restrictions were strictly maintained by American males living in Europe. One example is that Osmond, after he has married Isabel and accessed her fortune, will not allow her to travel to England to attend to her dying cousin Ralph. Students agreed that Osmond is being very cruel. Isabel has a right to visit a dying relative. This is the proper behavior for family members in such a situation. Moreover, as a mature student reflects, Ralph is a loving person. Whereas the students hold a rather positive view of Stackpole's energetic life which they see as very meaningful, James has gone to great lengths to make her into a caricature of the inquisitive reporter and to criticize her narrow views of European culture. He introduces an irony in the fact that she becomes closely attached to an Englishman who keeps promising to introduce her to English nobility so that she can write about their life. Mrs Touchett pejoratively claims that such women belong to a "boarding-house civilization" that she highly detests (James 1991, p. 122) . The students required explanations for such institutional terminology and generally did not pick up the humor in the inquisitive reporter stereotype and working-class connotation of the surname Stackpole.
The freedom of women is a dominant strain in Portrait. Most of the women in the novel are thinking 14 Goodwood, like Newman in The American, is a man who has made his fortune in American industry. In the students' experience, he is comparable to such Taiwanese entrepreneurs as Wang, Yung-ching, who made a fortune in plastics and whose company is now global, and the more recent tycoon Guo, Tai-Ming who through investment in electronics in Mainland China and elsewhere is now a billionaire. His company is the largest one of its kind in the world. Wang's daughter Cher, who founded HTC, is also a billionaire and the richest woman in Taiwan. 
Conclusion
The truly global identity, like the cosmopolitan one, as this study shows, is likely to remain an ideal. In Brooks notes that James liked the French writer Balzac precisely for the freedom that he gave to his characters to develop in a natural way without too much manipulation: the "liberty of the subject" in Balzac's romanticism is praised by James, and, contrarily, he criticizes "the manipulators of others" [who] tend to be morally stigmatized, and to impose fatal rigidities on life" (Brooks 2007, p. 60-61 ). James's critique of imperialist discourse and of ancient cultural traditions and hegemonies in Europe is associated with his support of the freedom of the individual to make choices and develop in one's own chosen way. This freedom also extends to readers of James's works. The ambiguities and partialities in the minds and hearts of the cosmopolitan men and women of James's world have been transformed into the experiences of people who find themselves involved in similar cultural exchanges in the globalism of the present.
